Remember These ‘Next Big Things’?

- **1971** First e-mail sent
- **1971** Floppy disk introduced
- **1971** First Xerographic laser printer
- **1984** Cellular phones are made commercial available
- **1984** Apple Macintosh
- **1991** First web page created
- **1993** First GPS device with moving map
- **2000** IBM and Trek Technology introduce USB flash drive
- **2003** First color screen Blackberry®
- **2007** First iPhone
- **2010** First iPad
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With the Internet of Things, devices can be connected to the Internet, sense, gather, receive and send data and communicate with each other and applications via IP technologies, platforms and connectivity solutions.

**Software as a Service (SaaS):** Also known as “software on demand”, SaaS is 100% deployed over the internet – with SaaS, a provider licenses an application to customers as a service on demand through a subscription or a “pay-as-you-go” model.
doForms mobile forms technology simplifies the way organizations of all sizes collect, integrate and share field-based data.

Our Products

- **doForms**
  Quickly build the right forms for the job in our web dashboard, distribute them to your employees via their mobile devices, and view and manage the data they collect back at the office.

- **Dispatch & Tracking**
  Dispatch work orders and job details to mobile workers in real-time and track them via their mobile device and wireless network.

- **Back-office Integration**
  Eliminate Manual Data entry. doForms has done the integration for you with industry-standard products like QuickBooks and Salesforce. You can even access your data directly from Excel.
Team on the Run

Stay connected – stay informed

One-to-One or Group Conversations

PUSH TO TALK SERVICE
- Real Time communication between individuals
- Unlimited Contact list
- Unlimited configurable Call Group
- Easy and user friendly
- Quick call set-up
- Crystal clear audio

WITH MORE OPTIONS
- Secure IP messaging to exchange photos, pictures, voice, geo-location, ...

CONTROL CENTER
- Web-based Centralized Administration tool
- Subscription & contact management
- On the fly Call Group creation & modification

DISPATCHER CONSOLE
- Geo-location & dispatcher
- Communicate with individuals and groups
- Track location for rapid and targeted response

www.teamontherun.com

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
- SaaS (cloud) or on premises Push-To-Talk application
- Available for any Android and iOS Smartphone or Tablet
- Compatible with ruggedized smartphones
- Works on WiFi, 3G and 4G-LTE connections
- Secure authentication and encrypted communications
- Real Time conversations
- No limit scalability
MaaS360

MaaS360®
y by Fiberlink, an IBM company

Secure PIM
Secure Browser
App Security & Management
File Sync, Edit & Share

Trusted Workplace

Protect Your Investment - Secure Your Information
Evernote is a cloud-based software service designed for creating, organizing and storing various media files. Whether it’s a text document, a photo, a video, an audio file or even a web page, Evernote keeps all of your stuff stored up in the cloud (as opposed to locally on your computer or mobile device).
CamScanner

Turn your smartphone or tablet into the best scanner you’ve ever owned

The world’s #1 mobile document scanning and sharing app. You scan, store, sync and collaborate on various contents across smartphones, tablets and computers.

- Advanced image processing technology (Auto crop & Auto enhance image)
- Scan muti-page document
- Tag document
- Share document by email or SMS
- Upload to cloud storage (GoogleDocs, Box, Dropbox...)

✓ Bill, Invoice, Contract, Tax Roll, Business Card...
✓ Whiteboard, Memo, Script, Letter...
✓ Blackboard, Note, PPT, Book, Article...
✓ Credential, Certificate, Identity Documents...
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